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Abstract—By combining cloud computing and Peer-to-Peer computing, a P2P storage cloud can be formed to offer highly available

storage services, lowering the economic cost by exploiting the storage space of participating users. However, since cloud severs and

users are usually outside the trusted domain of data owners, P2P storage cloud brings forth new challenges for data security and

access control when data owners store sensitive data for sharing in the trusted domain. Moreover, there are no mechanisms for access

control in P2P storage cloud. To address this issue, we design a ciphertext-policy attribute-based encryption (ABE) scheme and a

proxy re-encryption scheme. Based on them, we further propose a secure, efficient and fine-grained data Access Control mechanism

for P2P storage Cloud named ACPC. We enforce access policies based on user attributes, and integrate P2P reputation system in

ACPC. ACPC enables data owners to delegate most of the laborious user revocation tasks to cloud servers and reputable system

peers. Our security analysis demonstrates that ACPC is provably secure. The performance evaluation shows that ACPC is highly

efficient under practical settings, and it significantly reduces the computation overheads brought to data owners and cloud servers

during user revocation, compared with other state-of-the-art revocable ABE schemes.

Index Terms—Cloud computing, peer-to-peer computing, access control, attribute-based encryption
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1. INTRODUCTION

CLOUD computing and Peer-to-Peer (P2P) computing are
two of the Internet trends of the last decade, both of

which are a form of large-scale distributed systems and
have gained popularity in both research and industrial com-
munities. Cloud computing [1] is a promising computing
paradigm in which resources in the computing infrastruc-
ture are provided as services over the Internet by cloud
service providers. The resources could be software, hard-
ware, data storage, etc. With broadband Internet access,
users are able to acquire these services for application.
Cloud computing relies on large data-centers consisting
of thousands of servers and all application processing
and resources are centralized in data-centers. P2P com-
puting [2] is a highly decentralized computing paradigm
that leverages resources of participating users to support
large-scale decentralized applications effectively. There
are important differences between the two paradigms: the
cloud provides highly available resources, but at an
economic cost; P2P resources are almost free, but their
availability is shaky. Several academic and commercial
projects have proposed P2P storage cloud systems [3], [4],
[5], [6] to combine the benefits of both paradigms, offering

highly available storage services based on the cloud while
lowering the cost by pooling the storage space of all partic-
ipating users to provide a substantially storage. Potential
applications include storage and backup systems [7], [8],
[9], content distribution [10], [11], music or video streaming
[12], [13], [14], and online gaming [15]. In recent years,
there are several real-world P2P storage cloud systems that
have been used worldwide, such as Symform [8], Wuala
[9] and Spotify [12].

Security issues have been the top concerns in cloud com-
puting [16]. When users store sensitive data in the cloud,
maintaining confidentiality and privacy of the data becomes
a challenging task. Since cloud servers are operated by com-
mercial providers who are usually outside of the trusted
domain of users, they are not entitled to access the confiden-
tial data. Furthermore, there are cases in which users (i.e.
data owners) publish data in the cloud and need fine-grained
data access control in terms of which users (i.e. data consum-
ers) have the access privilege to which types of data. To
achieve secure and flexible data sharing among a large num-
ber of users in P2P storage cloud, the security requirements
are usually more complex. Data owners need to keep data
confidential against cloud servers and all the users (i.e. peers)
that contribute storage space to P2P cloud; and due to the
dynamics of users, the access policies may have to be more
complex. For example, in a real-world application scenario,
the data owners can be individual users or organizations and
may publish their various articles, books and magazines
online through P2P cloud. The data consumers may sub-
scribe to one or more kinds of these publications from the
data owners. Since cloud servers do not have copyright on
the publications, they should not be allowed to access the
publications. Since users are enormous andmay subscribe or
unsubscribe at any time, it is very challenging to achieve
data access control efficiently in such environment.
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Data access control has been well studied and various
techniques have been developed to specify differential
access rights for individual users. Traditional access con-
trol models assume that the servers are fully trusted by
data owners and let the servers enforce all access control
policies. However, this assumption no longer holds in
cloud computing. To achieve access control of data stored
on untrusted cloud servers, a feasible solution would be
storing encrypted data and disclosing decryption keys
only to authorized users. In the literature, related mecha-
nisms can be found in the areas of cryptographic file sys-
tems and access control of outsourced data. However,
these mechanisms either lack fine-grainedness [17] or
scalability [18] or do not provide adequate proof of data
confidentiality [19], which makes them unsuitable for P2P
storage cloud.

A recently proposed access control model, called attri-
bute-based access control, defines access control policies
based on the attributes of the user, environment, or the
data. ABE [20] is a public-key cryptography primitive that
was proposed to achieve the attribute-based access control
on untrusted storage. Compared to previous works, ABE
can achieve the fine-grainedness of data access control and
meanwhile be efficient. In ABE, the complexity of encryp-
tion and key management are independent from the num-
ber of system users, and is just related to the number of
system attributes. User revocation is an important issue in
access control systems. However, it is hard to execute user
revocation efficiently in ABE schemes since each attribute is
usually shared by multiple users. To revoke attributes from
a user, the data owner has to re-encrypt all the files associ-
ated with revoked attributes and update the secret keys for
all the remaining users who share these attributes. Those
operations would introduce heavy computation overheads
on the data owner and may also require the data owner to
be always online.

Related works have proposed schemes to exploit ABE
technique to achieve attribute-based access control in
data outsourcing systems [21], [22], [23]. To realize user
revocation, Yu et al. [21], [22] integrated Proxy Re-
Encryption (PRE) technique in their schemes, where the
data owner can delegate most of laborious revocation
tasks to cloud servers. Hur et al. [23] combined group key
management algorithm based on a binary tree with ABE.
However, these schemes are not designed for P2P cloud.
When being applied directly in P2P cloud, they will be
inefficient and bring heavy computation overheads to
cloud servers because of the high dynamic of users and
complex access policy, requiring an increase of the data
owner’s investment. To the best of our knowledge, there
are still no relevant research works that address the issue
of data access control in P2P storage cloud.

In this paper, we propose a secure, efficient and fine-
grained data Access Control mechanism for P2P storage
Cloud, namely ACPC. As [22], [23] do, we also exploit
Ciphertext-Policy ABE (CP-ABE) technique for fine-grained
data access control. However, unlike those schemes, in
ACPC we design a novel CP-ABE scheme, namely PCCP-
ABE. The new scheme is motivated by the CP-ABE scheme
proposed by Ibraimi et al. [24], which is in turn inspired by
[20], [25]. PCCP-ABE can support expressive access policy

and is more efficient than state-of-the-art CP-ABE schemes.
To efficiently address the important yet challenging issue of
user revocation in P2P cloud, we further design a PRE
scheme, namely PCPRE, which is an extension of PCCP-
ABE with Proxy Re-Encryption, and integrate it into ACPC.
By combining the schemes and a P2P reputation system
[26], we enable the data owner to delegate file re-encryption
to cloud servers and delegate user secret key update, the
most computation intensive task, to reputable system peers
picked up by P2P reputation system, without disclosing
data contents and valid user secret keys. Consequently, the
computation overheads brought to the data owner and
cloud servers for user revocation are significantly reduced,
which makes ACPC much more scalable than the previous
revocable ABE schemes [21], [22], [23]. Furthermore, ACPC
is provably secure under the standard security model, and
can resist collusion attacks and protect user access privilege
information effectively in the P2P cloud environment.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
gives some preliminaries related to ACPC. Section 3 describes
ACPC in detail. Section 4 analyzes the security of ACPC and
Section 5 evaluates its performance. Section 6 discusses
relatedworks and finally Section 7 concludes the paper.

2 PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we first briefly present the technique prelimi-
naries closely related to ACPC, and then present the system
model and some security assumptions of ACPC.

2.1 CP-ABE

CP-ABE is a type of ABE schemes. ABE is an appealing
technique in which data is encrypted under an access policy
over a set of descriptive attributes. Since Bethencourt et al.
[20] proposed the first CP-ABE scheme, more improved CP-
ABE schemes have been proposed, e.g. [24], [25], [27] and
[28]. In this paper, we consider an access policy that can be
represented by an expressive access tree over attributes,
similar to the one in [20], where each interior node is a
threshold gate and the leaf nodes are associated with attrib-
utes. A user’s secret key is associated with a set of these
attributes, and one can decrypt the ciphertext with one’s
secret key only if the associated attributes satisfy the access
tree. We give the definition of the access tree as follows.

Let T be an access tree representing an access policy.
Each non-leaf node of T represents a threshold gate,
described by its children and a threshold value. Let numx

be the number of children of a node x and kx be its threshold
value, then 0 < kx � numx. When kx ¼ 1, the threshold
gate is an OR gate and when kx ¼ numx, it is an AND gate.
Each leaf node x of T is described by an attribute and a
threshold value kx ¼ 1. To facilitate working with the tree,
we denote the parent of the node x in T by parent(x). T also
defines an ordering between the children of every node,
that is, the children of a node are numbered from 1 to num.
The function index(x) returns such a number associated
with the node x.

Let node ro be the root of T and Tx be the subtree of T
rooted at the node x. Hence T is the same as Tro. If a set S of
attributes satisfies the access tree Tx, we denote it as
TxðSÞ ¼ 1. We compute TxðSÞ as follows. If x is a non-leaf
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node, evaluate Tx’ðSÞ for all children x’ of x. TxðSÞ returns 1
if and only if at least kx children return 1. If x is a leaf node,
then TxðSÞ returns 1 if and only if the associated attribute aj
2 S. Thus, if T is satisfied by S, TroðSÞ ¼ 1.

Fig. 1 presents an example that describes the access tree
in CP-ABE. In the figure, only user 1 and user 2 can decrypt
the ciphertext with their secret keys since the attributes
associated with the secret keys satisfy the access tree of the
ciphertext.

2.2 PRE

PRE [29] is a cryptographic primitive in which a semi-
trusted proxy with the proxy re-encryption key rka$b can
translate a ciphertext under public key PKa into another
ciphertext of the same plaintext under public key PKb with-
out knowing the plaintext, and vise versa.

2.3 Bilinear Pairing

Let G0 and G1 be two multiplicative cyclic groups of prime
order p. Let g be a generator of G0 and e be a bilinear pairing,
e : G0 �G0 ! G1, which has the following properties:

1) Bilinear: for all u, v 2 G0, a, b 2 Zp, e(u
a, vb) ¼ e(u, v)ab.

2) Non-degeneracy: e(g, g) 6¼ 1.
We say that G0 is a bilinear group if the group operation

in G0 and e are both efficiently computable. In a general
implementation, G0 is the group of points on an elliptic
curve and G1 denotes a multiplicative subgroup of a finite
field. Please see Ref. [30] for more comprehensive descrip-
tion on how these groups and pairing are defined.

2.4 Secret Sharing

In Shamir’s secret sharing scheme [31], a secret s is divided
into m shares in such a way that any subset of k shares,
where k � m, can together reconstruct the secret; no subset
smaller than k can reconstruct the secret. The scheme uti-
lizes a random polynomial q of degree k � 1, where q(l) 2 Zp

and q(0) ¼ s. Given any k shares (l0, q(l0)),. . ., (lk�1, q(lk�1)),
one can use Lagrange interpolation formulas as follows to
recover q(0):

qð0Þ ¼
Xk�1
i¼0

�li;LqðliÞ; where

�li;L ¼
Y

lj 6¼li;lj2L

lj
lj � li

; L ¼ fl0; . . . ; lk�1g:

2.5 P2P Reputation System

P2P reputation systems [26] are playing critical roles in P2P
networks and they are mainly divided into three categories:

peer reputation system, object reputation system and hybrid
reputation system. In a peer reputation system, peers assign
reputations to other peers according to their service quality
and malicious peers with low reputation will be identified.
In an object reputation system, peers assign reputations to
the objects (files) they download regarding their authentic-
ity and the object reputation is then used to decide whether
the object should be downloaded. A hybrid reputation sys-
tem combines the benefits of both strategies, by maintaining
integrated reputation information of peers or objects, to
determine which peers are the most secure and reliable at
offering the best quality resources.

2.6 System Model and Assumptions

We utilize the architecture design of the P2P storage
cloud systems proposed in the related works [3], [5], [13],
which is composed of cloud servers and many system
peers. The peers are participating users, which can be
individual users or organizations. Every peer hosts a
cloud peer fabric service built upon the Distributed Hash
Table (DHT) based self-organizing routing structure, and
thus they form a DHT overlay network [5]. Data storage,
discovery and message routing are using the DHT over-
lay. Cloud servers maintain the meta-data of data files,
including the identity, size and ciphertext of the encryp-
tion key of each file, and the current status of system
peers, including their reputation ratings and performance
parameters (i.e. computing power, contributing storage
space, and online time). Cloud servers also perform the
security and management mechanisms of the system. All
the functions of cloud servers are achieved using service
combination of IaaS and SaaS [1]. Since this paper focuses
on the data access control mechanism for the P2P storage
cloud based on this architecture, the details of the system
design are omitted due to the space limit. More design
details can be found in [3], [5] and [13].

Cloud servers are assumed always online and users can
join or leave the system arbitrarily. We assume that cloud
servers are honest but curious as [21], [23] do, that is, cloud
servers honestly perform our proposed mechanism, but
may actively attempt to gain file contents based on their
inputs. An arbitrary number of users may collude to access
files that they should not have access to. The communica-
tion channels between cloud servers and users are assumed
secured under existing security protocols.

In P2P cloud, a peer’s comprehensive reputation value
is computed by its reputation rating from other peers and
its computing power, contributing storage space and
online time. We assume that there exists well-designed
P2P reputation system in P2P cloud which can help us
to select peers with high reputation values. For these
selected peers, we assume that most of them are trustful,
while a few of them may be semi-trustful or malicious.
Trustful and semi-trustful peers will perform our pro-
posed mechanism in general, while malicious peers will
not. Semi-trusted peers and malicious peers may collude
with revoked users to access files. Note that, for well-
designed P2P reputation system, only trusted peers with
legitimate behaviors can keep high reputation rating.
How to design P2P reputation system exceeds the scope
of this paper, which has been extensively studied.

Fig. 1. An example of the access tree in CP-ABE.
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3 OUR PROPOSED MECHANISM

In this section, we describe the full implementation of
ACPC. First, we give the overview of ACPC, and then we
present PCCP-ABE and PCPRE, which are the base of
ACPC. Finally, we describe ACPC in detail.

3.1 Overview

In ACPC, we associate each file with an expressive access
tree which is defined over attributes, and associate each
user secret key with a set of these attributes. Since CP-
ABE is inefficient when it is directly used to encrypt the
data file, especially for the files of large size, the data
owner encrypts the file using symmetric encryption
algorithm first, and then encrypts the symmetric key with
PCCP-ABE. The ciphertext of the symmetric key includ-
ing the file access tree is stored in cloud servers, while
the ciphertext of the file is stored in P2P cloud. The data
consumer can decrypt the symmetric key using his secret
key if the associated attributes satisfy the file access tree,
and then he can decrypt the file using the symmetric key.
Fig. 2 presents an example in a practical scenario that
describes the process of data access control in ACPC. The
data owner first defines attributes, next encrypts files
using the above method, and then publishes them in P2P
cloud. The data consumer applies for some attributes
with a monetary cost from the owner and obtains the
attributes and a secret key associated with these attrib-
utes. The data consumer can then access the required
files. In the rest of this paper, we just use “user” to repre-
sent “data consumer” for simplicity.

User revocation is a challenging issue when we utilize
this construction to enforce access control in P2P cloud,
where user revocation may occur frequently and in differ-
ent granularities. For instance, users can unsubscribe any
attributes at any time in the example. When revoking a
user, the data owner may require revoking all the attrib-
utes of the user, or just a subset of the attributes. Then he
needs to re-encrypt all the files associated with revoked
attributes and update secret keys for all the remaining
users who also have these attributes. User revocation will
introduce heavy computation overheads and cumbersome

online requirements towards the data owner, if the data
owner performs all these tasks.

To address this issue, we combine PCCP-ABE with
PCPRE and P2P reputation system. It enables the data
owner to delegate file re-encryption to cloud servers and
delegate secret key update, the most computation intensive
task, to the system peers with good reputations, picked out
by the P2P reputation system. To further reduce the compu-
tation overheads on cloud servers and reputable peers,
these tasks are delayed until users access the files, so that
multiple revocation operations can be aggregated. Since
some of these selected peers may not be fully trusted as
they may collude with revoked users, we make multiple
reputable peers cooperatively update the secret key for a
user. Unless a revoked user can find enough colluding peers
to update its secret key, he cannot gain the revoked access
privilege. For well-designed P2P reputation system, it is rea-
sonable to assume that very few of the selected peers are
semi-trustful or malicious and it is quite difficult for a
revoked user to find such colluding peers. We also make it
easy to check whether the secret key is correctly updated by
reputable peers. In addition, when the reputation value of a
selected reputable peer decreases, it may be removed.

Through ACPC, we are able to provide fine-grained data
access control in P2P cloud. Data confidentiality is achieved
since cloud servers and users in the cloud are not able to
learn the content of any file when they do not have the
access privilege to the file. ACPC has the property of collu-
sion resistance. It is secure against collusion attacks, in
which colluding users may combine their secret keys to
decrypt a file that they should not have access to. It can also
effectively prevent collusion involving reputable peers who
are not fully trusted. ACPC also protects user access privi-
lege information against cloud servers. Moreover, ACPC
can achieve efficiency and scalability benefit, in which, 1)
the complexity of encryption and key management is inde-
pendent to the number of users in the system, and is just
related to the number of system attributes; and 2) the data
owner can implement user revocation with minimal over-
heads in terms of computation effort and online time. The
computation overheads brought to cloud servers are also
significantly reduced.

Fig. 2. An example of the process of data access control in ACPC.
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3.2 PCCP-ABE

PCCP-ABE consists of four algorithms, namely setup, secret
key generation, encryption and decryption. We describe
them as follows.

PCCP-ABE setup algorithm, as shown in Algorithm 1,
generates a system public key and a system master key,
according to the attribute universe.

Algorithm 1. Setup

INPUT: Security parameter � determining the size of the
groups, attribute universe U.
OUTPUT: System public key PK, system master keyMK.
1. Generate a bilinear group G0 of prime order pwith a genera-

tor g and a bilinear pairing e: G0 �G0 ! G1.
2. Randomly choose a R Z�p .
3. Compute y ¼ e(g, g)a.
4. For each attribute aj 2 U

4.1 Randomly choose tj1, tj2 R Z�p .
4.2 Compute Tj ¼ gtj1tj2=ðtj1þtj2Þ.

5. Return PK ¼ (e, g, y, 8 aj 2 U: Tj),MK ¼ (a, 8 aj 2 U: (tj1, tj2)).

For master key MK ¼ (a, 8 aj 2 U: (tj1, tj2)), public key
PK ¼ (e, g, y, 8 aj 2 U: Tj), (tj1, tj2) is the master key compo-
nent of attribute aj, Tj is its public key component.

PCCP-ABE secret key generation algorithm, as shown in
Algorithm 2, generates a user secret key associated with an
attribute set, according toMK.

Algorithm 2. Secret key generation

INPUT: Systemmaster keyMK¼ (a, 8 aj 2 U: (tj1, tj2)), attribute
set S.
OUTPUT: Secret key SK associated with S.
1. Randomly choose r R Z�P .
2. Compute d0 ¼ ga�r.
3. For each attribute aj 2 S

3.1 Compute dj1 ¼ gr=tj1 ,dj2 ¼ gr=tj2 .
4. Return SK ¼ (d0, 8 aj 2 S: (dj1, dj2)).

For secret key SK ¼ (d0, 8 aj 2 S: (dj1, dj2)), (dj1, dj2) is the
secret key component of aj.

PCCP-ABE encryption algorithm encrypts the data plain-
text under its access tree, according to PK. A user can
decrypt the ciphertext only when the attributes associated
with the user’s SK satisfy the access tree. The PCCP-ABE
encryption algorithm is described in Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 3. Encryption

INPUT: System public key PK ¼ (e, g, y, 8 aj 2 U: Tj), plaintext
M, access tree T over attribute universe U.
OUTPUT: Ciphertext C under T.
1. Randomly choose a secret s R Z�p .

2. Compute C0 ¼ gs, C1 ¼Mys ¼Meðg; gÞas.
3. Let ro denote the root node of T.

4. For each node x in T (In a top-down manner, starting from
ro)
4.1 Let kx denote the threshold value of x.
4.2 If x is ro then

Randomly choose a polynomial qro with degree dro ¼
kro � 1, let qroð0Þ ¼ s, and then divide s using secret

sharing scheme, assigning each child node y a secret
share sy ¼ qroðindexðyÞÞ.

4.3 Else
Randomly choose a polynomial qx with degree dx ¼
kx � 1, let qxð0Þ ¼ sx ¼ qparentðxÞðindexðxÞÞ, and for non-
leaf node x, further divide sx using secret sharing
scheme, assigning each child node y a secret share
sy ¼ qxðindexðyÞÞ.

5. Let X denote the set of leaf nodes in T.
6. For each leaf node x 2 X

6.1 Let aj denote the attribute associated with x.
6.2 Compute Cj ¼ T

qxð0Þ
j ¼ gqxð0Þtj1tj2=ðtj1þtj2Þ.

7. Return C ¼ (T, C0, C1, 8 x 2 X: Cj).

For ciphertext C ¼ (T, C0, C1, 8 x 2 X: Cj), Cj is the cipher-
text component of aj. PCCP-ABE decryption algorithm
decrypts C using SK. Only if the attributes associated with
SK satisfy the access tree can the decryption be successful.
The PCCP-ABE decryption algorithm is presented in
Algorithm 4.

Algorithm 4. Decryption

INPUT: Ciphertext C ¼ (T, C0, C1, 8 x 2 X: Cj), secret key SK ¼
(d0, 8 aj 2 S: (dj1, dj2)).
OUTPUT: PlaintextM or ?.
1. For each leaf node x 2 X

1.1 Let aj denote the attribute associated with x.
1.2 If aj 2 S then compute

Fx ¼ eðCj; dj1dj2Þ ¼ eðgqxð0Þtj1tj2=ðtj1þtj2Þ; gr=tj1gr=tj2Þ
¼ eðgqxð0Þtj1tj2=ðtj1þtj2Þ; grðtj1þtj2Þ=tj1tj2Þ ¼ eðg;gÞrqxð0Þ

1.3 Else Fx ¼ ?.
2. For each non-leaf node x in T (In a down-top manner)

2.1 Let Sx denote an arbitrary kx-sized set of child nodes y
such that Fy 6¼ ?.
2.2 If no such set exists then the node is not satisfied by S
and Fx ¼ ?.
2.3 Else compute (using Lagrange interpolation)

Fx ¼
Y
y2Sx

F
�i;S0x
y ¼

Y
y2Sx
ðeðg;gÞrqyð0ÞÞ�i;S0x

¼
Y
y2Sx
ðeðg;gÞrqparentðyÞðindexðyÞÞÞ�i;S0x

¼
Y
y2Sx
ðeðg;gÞrqxðiÞÞ�i;S0x ¼ eðg;gÞrqxð0Þ;

where i ¼ index(y), Sx’ ¼ ( 8 y 2 Sx: index(y)), and �i;S0x is the
Lagrange coefficient.

3. Let ro denote the root node of T.
4. If Fro ¼ ? then T is not satisfied by S and return ?.
5. Else

5.1 Compute

eðC0; d0ÞFro ¼ eðC0; d0Þeðg;gÞrqroð0Þ ¼ eðC0; d0Þeðg;gÞrs
¼ eðgs; ga�rÞeðg; gÞrs ¼ eðg; gÞas

M ¼ C1=eðg; gÞas ¼Meðg; gÞas=eðg; gÞas

5.2 ReturnM.
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3.3 PCPRE

PCPRE consists of three algorithms, namely attribute update,
ciphertext component re-encryption, secret key component
update.We describe them as follows.

PCPRE attribute update algorithm, as shown in
Algorithm 5, updates an attribute by redefining its master
key component and its public key component, and then
generates a PRE key to update the old master key compo-
nent and public key component.

Algorithm 5. Attribute update

INPUT: Master key component (tj1, tj2) of attribute aj, public
key component Tj of aj.
OUTPUT: Updated master key component (tj1 ’, tj2 ’) of aj,
updated public key component Tj’ of aj, PRE key rkj.
1. Randomly choose tj1’, tj2’ R Z�p .

2.Compute T 0j ¼ g
t0
j1
t0
j2
=ðt0

j1
þt0

j2
Þ
;rkj1$j10 ¼ t0j1=tj1, rkj2$j20 ¼ t0j2=tj2,

rkj$j0 ¼ ðt0j1t0j2=ðt0j1 þ t0j2ÞÞ
.
ðtj1tj2=ðtj1 þ tj2ÞÞ.

3. Return (tj1’, tj2’), Tj’, rkj ¼ (rkj1$j10 ,rkj2$j20 ,rkj$j0 ).

For PRE key rkj ¼ (rkj1$j10,rkj2$j20,rkj$j0), it contains
three components.

As shown in Algorithm 6, PCPRE ciphertext component
re-encryption algorithm re-encrypts a ciphertext component
of an attribute using the third component of the correspond-
ing PRE key. The re-encrypted ciphertext component coin-
cides with the latest master key component of the attribute.
The corresponding user secret key can be used to decrypt
the re-encrypted ciphertext only when the secret key com-
ponent of the attribute is also updated.

Algorithm 6. Ciphertext component re-encryption

INPUT: Ciphertext component Cj of attribute aj, PRE key com-
ponent rkj$jðnÞ .

OUTPUT: Re-encrypted ciphertext component C
ðnÞ
j of aj.

1. Compute

C
ðnÞ
j ¼ ðCjÞrkj$jðnÞ ¼ ðgqxð0Þtj1tj2=ðtj1þtj2ÞÞðt

ðnÞ
j1

t
ðnÞ
j2

=ðtðnÞ
j1
þtðnÞ

j2
ÞÞ=ðtj1tj2=ðtj1þtj2ÞÞ

¼ g
qxð0ÞtðnÞj1

t
ðnÞ
j2

=ðtðnÞ
j1
þtðnÞ

j2
Þ

2. Return C
ðnÞ
j .

As shown in Algorithm 7, PCPRE secret key component
update algorithm updates a secret key component of an
attribute using the first two components of the correspond-
ing PRE key. The updated secret key component coincides
with the latest master key component of the attribute,
which makes the corresponding user secret key useful to
decrypt the re-encrypted ciphertext.

Algorithm 7. Secret key component update

INPUT: One part of the secret key component dji of attribute aj,
PRE key component rkji$jiðnÞ , i ¼ 1, 2.
OUTPUT: Updated secret key component d

ðnÞ
ji of aj.

1. Compute

d
ðnÞ
ji ¼ ðdjiÞ1=rkji$jiðnÞ ¼ ðgr=tjiÞtji=

ðnÞ
ji ¼ g

r=t
ðnÞ
ji

2. Return d
ðnÞ
ji .

3.4 ACPC

In this section, we describe the system operations in ACPC,
which include system setup, new file creation, new user
grant, user revocation, file access, and reputable peer
removal.

3.4.1 System Setup

In this operation, the data owner defines the attribute
universe U and calls Algorithm 1, which outputs the sys-
tem public key PK and the system master key MK. It
associates each public key component of an attribute
with a version number for the purpose of achieving effi-
cient user revocation. For attribute aj, we use verj to
denote the version number associated with its public key
component Tj. Then the data owner sends (U, PK) to
cloud servers.

Cloud servers store the received tuple. Then they pick
out a set of reputable peers through P2P reputation sys-
tem, and divide these peers into two subsets, i.e. SET1

and SET2. Note that no peer can exist in the two subsets
simultaneously.

3.4.2 New File Creation

To store a data file in P2P cloud, the data owner performs as
follows.

1) Select a unique identity IDf for this file.
2) Randomly select a symmetric encryption key K, and

encrypt the file with K using a symmetric encryption
algorithm such as AES. We use E to denote the
ciphertext of the file.

3) Define an access tree T overU for the file and encrypt
K using Algorithm 3. We use C to denote the cipher-
text of K, and then associate each ciphertext compo-
nent of an attribute in C with a version number. For
aj, we use verjc to denote the version number associ-
ated with its ciphertext component Cj and set it as
verjc ¼ verj.

4) Send (IDf, C, E, VERC) to cloud servers, where VERC

denotes the set of version numbers associated with
ciphertext components.

Cloud servers store the received tuple (IDf, C, VERC) and
they store E distributedly in P2P cloud.

3.4.3 New User Grant

When a new user wants to join the system, the data owner
assigns a set of attributes to the user, and generates a secret
key associated with these attributes for the user as follows.

1) Assign the new user a set S of attributes.
2) Generate a secret key SK for this user using

Algorithm 2. Then associate each secret key compo-
nent of an attribute in SK with a version number. For
aj, we use verjd to denote the version number associ-
ated with its secret key component (dj1, dj2) and set it
as verjd ¼ verj.

3) Send (S, SK, VERD, fTjgaj2s) to the user, where VERD

denotes the set of version numbers associated with
secret key components.

The user stores the received tuple.
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3.4.4 User Revocation

The data owner can revoke any subset of attributes from a
user and we divide the user revocation into two stages.

In the first stage, the data owner performs attribute
update for revoked attributes. Let R denote the subset of
attributes to be revoked and IDu denote the revoked user’s
identity. It performs as follows.

1) For each attribute aj in R, call Algorithm 5 to generate
the updated master key component (tj1’, tj2’), the
updated public key component Tj’, and the corre-
sponding PRE key rkj ¼ (rkj1$j10,rkj2$j20,rkj$j0), and
set the version number associated with Tj’ as verj’ ¼
verj þ 1. Then replace each public key component Tj

with Tj’ and each master key component (tj1, tj2) with
(tj1’, tj2’) to update PK andMK.

2) For each PRE key rkj, associate a version number
with it and we use verjr to denote the version num-
ber, setting it as verjr ¼ verj’.

3) Send (IDu, R, fT 0jgaj2R,frkjgaj2R,fverjrgaj2R) to cloud
servers.

On receiving this tuple, cloud servers update PK, store
IDu, R in the attribute revocation list ARL of the system, and
store all the PRE keys and the associated version numbers.
Every time a user revocation occurs, for each revoked attri-
bute, a new PRE key will be generated and a version num-
ber will be associated with it. All the PRE keys of an
attribute and the associated version numbers are stored in
the attribute history list AHL of this attribute. Every attri-
bute has its own AHL. Obviously, the version number asso-
ciated with the next generated PRE key is always equal to
the previous version number plus one.

3.4.5 File Access

This is also the second stage of user revocation. In this
stage, cloud servers respond user request on file access,
and re-encrypt the file and delegate selected reputable
peers to update the user’s secret key if necessary. Let IDf

denote the identity of the requested file, and other nota-
tions have the same meaning as those in previous sec-
tions. Cloud servers first re-encrypt C. For each attribute
aj associated with a leaf node in T, they perform as
follows.

1) Check AHL of aj and locate the PRE key component
rkj$j0 with which the version number satisfies verjr ¼
verjcþ1. If no such PRE key exists, Cj has already
coincided with the latest master key component of aj
and does not need to be re-encrypted; otherwise,
perform the following steps to re-encrypt Cj.

2) If the latest master key component of aj is (t
ðnÞ
j1 ,t

ðnÞ
j2 ),

compute a single PRE key component

rkj$jðnÞ ¼ rkj$j0 � rkj0$j00 � � � rkjðn�1Þ$jðnÞ

¼ �
t
ðnÞ
j1 t
ðnÞ
j2 =

�
t
ðnÞ
j1 þ t

ðnÞ
j2

��
=ðtj1tj2=ðtj1 þ tj2ÞÞ:

3) Call Algorithm 6 with rkj$jðnÞ to re-encrypt Cj as

C
ðnÞ
j , which coincides with (t

ðnÞ
j1 ,t

ðnÞ
j2 ), and set the ver-

sion number associated with C
ðnÞ
j as ver

ðnÞ
jc ¼ ver

ðn�1Þ
jr ,

where ver
ðn�1Þ
jr denotes the version number associ-

ated with rkjðn�1Þ$jðnÞ .

Then cloud servers send (C, VERC) to the user. When
receiving this tuple, the user performs as follows.

1) Check if S satisfies T and if true, perform the follow-
ing steps; otherwise, the user cannot decrypt C.

2) For any attribute aj in S, if there exists verjd < ver
ðnÞ
jc ,

then pick out (dj1, dj2).
3) If no such attributes exist, the user’s SK does not

need to be updated and the user can decrypt C with
SK to get K immediately by calling Algorithm 4. Oth-
erwise, send (S’,fðdj1; dj2Þgaj2S0,fverjdgaj2S0) to cloud
servers, where S’ denotes the set of all such attributes
in S.

When receiving this tuple, cloud servers update SK for
this user, for each attribute aj in S’, they perform as follows.

1) Check ARL if aj is revoked from the user and if true,
(dj1, dj2) will not be updated; otherwise, perform the
following steps to update (dj1, dj2).

2) Check AHL of aj and locate the PRE key components
rkj1$j10 , rkj2$j20 with which the version number sat-

isfies verjr ¼ verjd þ 1.
3) If the latest master key component of aj is (t

ðnÞ
j1 ,t

ðnÞ
j2 ),

compute two PRE key components

rkj1$j1ðnÞ ¼ rkj1$j10 � rkj10$j100 � � � rkj1ðn�1Þ$j1ðnÞ ¼ t
ðnÞ
j1 =tj1;

rkj2$j2ðnÞ ¼ rkj2$j20 � rkj20$j200 � � � rkj2ðn�1Þ$j2ðnÞ ¼ t
ðnÞ
j2 =tj2:

4) Randomly select a reputable peer P from SET1 and
send (aj, dj1, rkj1$j1ðnÞ ) to P; randomly select another
reputable peer Q from SET2 and send (aj, dj2,
rkj2$j2ðnÞ ) to Q.

On receiving this tuple, P calls Algorithm 7 to generate
the first part of the updated secret key component d

ðnÞ
j1 that

coincides with t
ðnÞ
j1 , and returns (aj, d

ðnÞ
j1 ) to cloud servers.

Similarly, Q generates the second part of the updated secret

key component d
ðnÞ
j2 that coincides with t

ðnÞ
j2 and returns (aj,

d
ðnÞ
j2 ) to cloud servers.

On receiving the tuples from P, Q, cloud servers send
(S”,fT ðnÞj gaj2S00 ,fðd

ðnÞ
j1 ; d

ðnÞ
j2 Þgaj2S00 ) to the user, where S”

denotes the set of attributes of which the secret key compo-

nents are updated, and T
ðnÞ
j denotes the latest public key

component of aj.
Note that in order to improve the system efficiency, for

the secret key components of different users of the same
attribute, cloud servers delegate some same reputable peers
to update them.

On receiving the tuple from cloud servers, the user per-
forms as follows.

1) Replace each public key component Tj with T
ðnÞ
j to

update PK. For each secret key component (d
ðnÞ
j1 ,d

ðnÞ
j2 ),

check if it satisfies the following condition

e
�
d
ðnÞ
j1 d

ðnÞ
j2 ; T

ðnÞ
j Þ ¼ eðdj1dj2; TjÞ
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If true, (d
ðnÞ
j1 ,d

ðnÞ
j2 ) is correctly computed, so (dj1,

dj2) is replaced with (d
ðnÞ
j1 ,d

ðnÞ
j2 ) to update SK. Then

set the version number associated with (d
ðnÞ
j1 ,d

ðnÞ
j2 ) as

ver
ðnÞ
jd ¼ ver

ðnÞ
jc . For the secret key components that

are not correctly computed, regain them from cloud
servers.

2) Check if any attributes are revoked. If true, delete the
revoked attributes, their public key components and
their secret key components, and then check if the rest
of the attributes satisfyT. If true, perform the following
steps, otherwise the user cannot decryptC. If no attrib-
utes are revoked, perform the following steps.

3) Decrypt Cwith SK to get K by calling Algorithm 4.
4) Download E from P2P cloud. Then decrypt E with K

to get the file content.

3.4.6 Reputable Peer Removal

When the reputation value of a selected reputable peer
decreases, cloud servers may remove it from SET1 or SET2,
and make it unable to update secret keys for users any lon-
ger. Once the peer is removed, cloud servers notify the data
owner to update attributes of which the secret key compo-
nents have been updated by the peer.

Specifically, assume the peer belongs to SET1 and let
R’ denote the set of attributes which need to be updated.
The data owner performs the steps as described in the
user revocation operation to update attributes in R’ and
sends (R’,fT 0jgaj2R0,frkjgaj2R0,fverjrgaj2R0) to cloud servers.
Since the peer previously belonged to SET1 and accord-
ing to the steps of the file access operation, it only per-
formed update for the first parts of the secret key
components. Thus, for each attribute aj in R’, only tj1
needs to be updated and rkj2$j20 ¼ 1. Then cloud servers
update PK and store all the PRE keys and the associated
version numbers.

After being removed from SET1, the peer cannot update
any secret key components any longer, even if it recorded
all the PRE key components sent to it previously.

4 SECURITY ANALYSIS

In this section, we first analyze the security of PCCP-ABE
and the security of ACPC, and then give some security
properties of ACPC.

4.1 Security of PCCP-ABE

Compared with Ibraimi et al.’s CP-ABE scheme [24], PCCP-
ABE has different forms of system master key, system pub-
lic key and user secret key, which are generated respectively
as follows according to Section 3.2.1.

MK ¼ ða; 8aj 2 U : ðtj1; tj2ÞÞ;
PK ¼ ðe; g; y; 8aj 2 U : Tj ¼ gtj1tj2=ðtj1þtj2ÞÞ;
SK ¼ ðd0; 8aj 2 S : ðdj1 ¼ gr=tj1 ; dj2 ¼ gr=tj2ÞÞ:

If we choose tj R Z�p which satisfies tj ¼ tj1 tj2=ðtj1 þ tj2Þ,
we can convert MK, PK and SK as the following forms,

which are the same as those in Ibraimi et al.’s scheme.

MK ¼ ða; 8aj 2 U : tjÞ;
PK ¼ ðe; g; y; 8aj 2 U : Tj ¼ gtjÞ;
SK ¼ ðd0; 8aj 2 S : dj ¼ gr=tjÞ:

The following encryption and decryption of PCCP-ABE
is the same as that of Ibraimi et al.’s scheme. Thus the secu-
rity of PCCP-ABE is the same as that of Ibraimi et al.’s
scheme. In [24], the scheme is proved secure under the
selective-attribute model given that the Decisional Bilinear
Diffie-Hellman (DBDH) problem is hard. Therefore, PCCP-
ABE is secure under the same model.

4.2 Security of ACPC

We analyze the security of ACPC by comparing it with an
intuitive mechanism, in which data files are encrypted
using symmetric encryption keys, and these keys are then
encrypted using PCCP-ABE. In this intuitive mechanism,
just the ciphertexts of the files and the ciphertexts of the
keys are given to cloud servers. Since the used symmetric
encryption algorithm, such as AES, is secure, the security of
this intuitive mechanism merely relies on the security of
PCCP-ABE. In Section 4.1, we have shown that PCCP-ABE
is secure under the selective-attribute model given that the
DBDH problem is hard. Thus, the intuitive mechanism is
secure under the same model. Compared to the intuitive
mechanism, ACPC discloses the following extra informa-
tion to cloud servers and reputable peers, namely the secret
key components of attributes and the PRE keys. Our goal is
to show that ACPC is as secure as the intuitive mechanism
and we prove the security of ACPC using two semantic
security games as follows.

Game 1. This is the security game of the intuitive mecha-
nism, which is also the security game of Ibraimi et al.’s CP-
ABE scheme [24].

Game 2. This game is for ACPC. The difference between
this game and Game 1 is that, in this game more than one
(MK, PK) pairs are defined, and an adversary is given all the
public keys and allowed to query many user secret keys
except for the ones that can decrypt the challenge ciphertext.
In addition, the adversary is also given the secret key com-
ponents of attributes and the PRE keys between any two
(MK, PK) pairs.

Proof that ACPC is as secure as the intuitive mechanism. We
assume that the adversary can use a polynomial time algo-
rithm A(CA, {PKu}1 � u � n, {SKv}1 � v � qs, {RKu}1 � u � n-1) to
win Game 2 with non-negligible advantage, where CA rep-
resents the challenge ciphertext, {PKu} and {SKv} denote the
set of all the public keys and the set of all the secret keys
given to the adversary, n and qs represent the number of
public keys and the number of secret key queries, and {RKu}
denotes the set of all the corresponding PRE keys. For a
user secret key SK ¼ (d0, 8 aj 2 S: (dj1, dj2)), although the
secret key components of attributes {(dj1, dj2)} may be dis-
closed to the adversary because of the update for SK, he can-
not use them to decrypt the ciphertext since d0 is kept secret
by the user himself. The secret key components of attributes
are actually equivalent to the secret keys queried by the
adversary, which cannot decrypt the challenge ciphertext,
and thus we use {SKv} to also include these secret key
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components. For a PRE key rkj ¼ (rkj1$j10 , rkj2$j20 , rkj$j0 ),

reputable peers use rkj1$j10 , rkj2$j20 to update dj1, dj2 for the

user to decrypt the re-encrypted ciphertext, while cloud
servers can also use rkj$j0 to update dj1dj2 to achieve the

same purpose. Thus, we just use rkj$j0 to represent the PRE

key. Then, we can use Algorithm 8 to build a polynomial
time algorithm that can win Game 1 with non-negligible
advantage.

Algorithm 8. Polynomial time algorithm

INPUT: Challenge ciphertextCB¼ (T,C0,C1, 8 x2X:Cj), system
public key PK ¼ (e, g, y, 8 aj 2 U: Tj), secret keys given to the
adversary {SKv’}1 � v � qs¼ {(dv0, 8 aj 2 Sv: (dvj1, dvj2))}1 � v � qs.

OUTPUT: Polynomial time algorithm A.
1. For each attribute aj 2 U

1.1 For u ¼ 1 to n
Randomly choose ruj  R Z�p .

2. Compute CA ¼ ðT;C0; C1; f8x 2 X : C
ruj
j g1�u�nÞ.

3. For u ¼ 1 to n
3.1 Compute PKu ¼ ðe; g; y; 8aj 2 U : T

ruj
j Þ.

4. For v ¼ 1 to qs
4.1 For u ¼ 1 to n

Compute dvuj¼ðdvj1dvj2Þ1=ruj .
Separate dvuj into two shares dvuj1, dvuj2 where dvuj1
dvuj2 ¼ dvuj.
Compute SKvu ¼ ðdv0; 8aj 2 Sv : ðdvuj1; dvuj2ÞÞ.

4.2 Compute SKv ¼ {SKvu}1 � u � n.
5. For u ¼ 1 to n-1

5.1 Compute rkuj$ðuþ1Þj ¼ rðuþ1Þj=ruj.
5.2 Compute RKu ¼ ð8aj 2 U : rkuj$ðuþ1ÞjÞ.

6. Return A(CA, {PKu}1 � u � n, {SKv}1 � v � qs, {RKu}1 � u � n-1).

Therefore, the advantage of the adversary in Game 2 is
not higher than that in Game 1. On the other hand, the
advantage of the adversary in Game 2 cannot be lower
than that in Game 1 since the adversary is given more
information in Game 2 than in Game 1. Thus, the advan-
tages in the two games are the same and ACPC is as secure
as the intuitive mechanism, which is provably secure. This
proves that the data confidentiality of ACPC and cloud
servers and users who do not have the access privilege to
a file are not able to learn the file content.

4.3 Collusion Resistent

To prevent collusion attacks, Algorithm 2 generates a ran-
dom value r for each user, which is embedded in each
secret key component of the user. To decrypt a ciphertext,
a user must recover e(g, g)as. To do that he must first
recover e(g, g)rs, which requires him to have the secret
key components with the same random value r. Collud-
ing users who combine their secret key components
would not extend their decryption power since different
users have different random values in their secret keys.
This means that different users cannot combine their
secret keys and decrypt a file that the colluding users
should not have access to. Thus, PCCP-ABE can resist col-
lusion attacks from an arbitrary number of colluding
users, and according to Section 4.2, we can conclude that
ACPC are secure against collusion attacks in which an
adversary can obtain multiple user secret keys.

In ACPC, we delegate secret key update to reputable
peers picked out by P2P reputation system. However, some
of these peers may be not fully trusted and may collude
with revoked users, updating secret key components for
them to access files. To prevent such collusion, we randomly
select a pair of peers to cooperatively update the secret key
component of an attribute. Unless a revoked user can find
enough colluding peers to update the secret key compo-
nents of all his revoked attributes, he cannot gain the
revoked access privilege. For a well-designed P2P reputa-
tion system, it is reasonable to assume that very few of the
selected peers are semi-trustful or malicious. Thus, it is
quite impossible that a revoked user can find out enough
such colluding peers which can update secret key for him
and therefore ACPC is secure against such collusion.

Of course, we can make more than two peers update a
secret key component to make the mechanism more secure
against such collusion. For example, if we make three peers
update a secret key component, then in PCCP-ABE, MK,
PK, SK should be computed as

MK ¼ ða; 8aj 2 U : ðtj1; tj2; tj3ÞÞ;
PK ¼ ðe; g; y; 8aj 2 U : Tj ¼ gtj1tj2tj3=ðtj1tj2þtj1tj3þtj2tj3ÞÞ;
SK ¼ ðd0; 8aj 2 S : ðdj1 ¼ gr=tj1 ; dj2 ¼ gr=tj2 ; dj3 ¼ gr=tj3ÞÞ:

The encryption and decryption in this case is just similar
as that in Section 3.2.1, whereas three peers will be used to
cooperatively update a secret key component in the user
revocation. Although here the mechanism is more secure,
more computation overheads are brought to the selected
reputable peers. When there exists a well-designed P2P rep-
utation system in P2P cloud, it may not be necessary to
adopt such a more complicated mechanism.

4.4 User Access Privilege Confidentiality

Although the access tree of a file is disclosed to cloud serv-
ers, the attributes of users are unknown to them and only
when user revocation occurs, a user will disclose the attrib-
utes of which the secret key components need to be updated
to cloud servers. Thus, it is hard for cloud servers to obtain
the access privilege information of users unless they contin-
ually accumulate user attributes, which is contrary to the
assumption of cloud servers in Section 2.5.

In addition, the data owner can change every attribute
into an encrypted form and distribute them to cloud servers
and users, which makes the meanings of attributes vague
and furhter protects the privacy of access policies.

5 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we numerically evaluate the performance of
ACPC in terms of computation overheads and storage over-
heads respectively. We preserve the notations of previous
sections here.

5.1 Computation Overhead Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the computation overheads of
ACPC, compare computation overheads of different CP-ABE
schemes, and measure the computation time of ACPC. We
useC0 and C1 to denote the exponentiation in groupG0 and in
groupG1 respectively, and useCe to denote bilinear pairing.
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5.1.1 Computation Overheads of ACPC

We evaluate the computation overhead introduced by each
operation in ACPC.

System setup. In this operation, the data owner needs to
define underlying bilinear groups, and generates PK and
MK. The main computation overhead is jU jC0 þ C1 þ Ce.

New file creation. In this operation, the data owner needs to
encrypt the data file using K and generate C of K. For the for-
mer, the computation overhead depends on the size of the
file and the used symmetric encryption algorithm. For the
latter, themain computation overhead is ( jX j þ 1)C0þ C1.

New user grant. In this operation, the data owner needs to
generate SK for the user. The main computation overhead is
(2 j S j þ1)C0.

User revocation. This operation is composed of two stages.
Here we just count the computation overhead of the first
stage. That for the second stage will be included in the file
access operation. In the first stage, the data owner performs
attribute update for the attributes revoked from a user and
the main computation overhead is jR jC0.

File access. This is also the second stage of user revoca-
tion. In this stage, cloud servers respond the user request
on file access. They may need to re-encrypt C. In the worst
case, the main computation overhead is jX jC0. In addi-
tion, reputable peers are responsible for updating SK for
the user. Cloud servers delegate two reputable peers to
generate an updated secret key component, and the main
computation overhead for each peer is C0. In the worst
case, cloud servers need to delegate reputable peers to gen-
erate j S j updated secret key components, and thus the
whole computation overhead is about 2 j S jC0. To get the
file, the user needs to first decrypt C, and the computation
overhead is ( j S j þ 1)Ce þ ( j S j þ jX’ j )C1 in the worst
case, where X’ denotes the set of interior nodes of T that
are satisfied. Then, the user decrypts E using K and the
computation overhead depends on the size of the file and
the used symmetric encryption algorithm.

Reputable peer removal. In this operation, the data owner
needs to perform attribute update for the attributes of which
the secret key components have been updated by the
removed peer. The main computation overhead is jR’ jC0.

5.1.2 Comparison of Computation Overheads

of CP-ABE Schemes

In Table 1, we compare PCCP-ABE with two CP-ABE
schemes proposed by Bethencourt et al. [20] and Waters

[27], and Hur et al.’s [23] revocable CP-ABE scheme, in
terms of the computation overheads of the main algorithms.
These schemes can support the same expressive access
policy.

5.1.3 Computation Time Measurement of ACPC

We measure the computation time of the operations in
ACPC on Intel Core 2 Duo 2.40 GHZ processor machines
with Ubuntu 12.10 operating system. The main algorithms
are developed on CP-ABE toolkit [32] and PBC library [33],
in which we use a 160-bit elliptic curve group based on the
supersingular curve y2 ¼ x3 þ x over a 512-bit finite field.
On the test machine, C0, C1 and Ce are computed in approxi-
mately 4.99 ms, 0.58 ms and 4.98 ms, respectively. All the
time results are averaged over 50 runs. The computation
overheads of ACPC are closely related to the access control
scale and the relevant factors, such as the number of user
attributes, the number of attributes in file access tree, the
number of total users, etc., will be specified in the following
measurements.

In Tables 2, 3, and 4, we show the computation time of
secret key generation, encryption and decryption in PCCP-
ABE on practical settings respectively, which are involved
in the operations in ACPC, and compare it with that in
Bethencourt et al.’s scheme [20], Waters’ scheme [27] and
Hur et al.’s scheme [23].

Table 2 shows the time to generate SK as a function of the
number of attributes associated with SK, and Table 3 shows
the time to encrypt K as a function of the number of leaf
nodes in T in the four schemes. As expected, the key genera-
tion time and encryption time in the four schemes are all lin-
ear with respect to the number of attributes with SK and the
number of leaf nodes in T. Among the four schemes, PCCP-
ABE has medium key generation time and minimum
encryption time.

TABLE 1
Comparison of Computation Overheads of CP-ABE Schemes

Algorithms Secret key
generation

Encryption Decryption

BSW [20] (2 jS j þ 2)C0 (2 jX j þ 1)
C0 þ C1

(2 jS j þ 1)Ce þ
( jS j þ jX’ j )C1

W [27] ( jS j þ 2)C0 (4 jX j þ 1)
C0 þ C1

(2 j S j þ 1)Ce þ j S jC1

HN [23] (2 jS j þ 2)C0 (3 jX j þ 1)
C0 þ C1

(2 jS j þ 1)Ce þ ( jS j þ
jX’ j )C1 þ j S jC0

PCCP-ABE (2 jS j þ 1)C0 ( jX j þ 1)
C0 þ C1

( jS j þ 1)Ce

þ ( j S j þ jX’ j )C1

TABLE 2
Time to Generate SK as a Function of the Number

of Attributes Associated With SK (Unit: s)

Attributes associated
with SK

PCCP-ABE BSW [20] W [27] HN [23]

1 0.015 0.020 0.015 0.020
10 0.105 0.155 0.060 0.155
20 0.205 0.304 0.110 0.304
30 0.304 0.454 0.160 0.454
40 0.404 0.604 0.210 0.604
50 0.504 0.753 0.259 0.753

TABLE 3
Time to Encrypt K as a Function of the Number of Leaf

Nodes in T (Unit: s)

Leaf nodes
in T

PCCP-ABE BSW [20] W [27] HN [23]

1 0.011 0.016 0.026 0.021
20 0.105 0.205 0.405 0.305
40 0.205 0.405 0.804 0.604
60 0.305 0.604 1.203 0.904
80 0.405 0.804 1.602 1.203
100 0.505 1.004 2.002 1.503
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Table 4 shows the time to decrypt K as a function of the
number of attributes associated with SK in the four schemes.
The decryption time depends on the specific T and the
attributes available in SK. In the table, we measure the time
in the worst case where all the attributes in SK are used for
decryption, T is a complete binary tree in which each leaf
node is associated with a different attribute in SK, and each
non-leaf node is an AND gate. The decryption time in the
four schemes is linear with respect to the number of attrib-
utes with SK, and PCCP-ABE has the minimum decryption
time. In real-world cases, T may be of various forms and a
user often uses partial secret key components. Thus, the
actual decryption time is usually much shorter than the
time in Table 4.

In all these tables, even for the largest problem size, the
operations in ACPC can finish in a short time. Thus ACPC
can support large user secret keys and access trees in prac-
tice while maintaining reasonable running time. In addition,
compared with the other three schemes, PCCP-ABE can
support user revocation in ACPC effectively.

In Tables 5, 6, and 7, we show the computation time of
the data owner and cloud servers for user revocation
scheme in ACPC under different practical settings. We com-
pare it with that in an alternative scheme where the data
owner delegates both file re-encryption and user secret key
update to cloud servers (scheme 1), plus another scheme
where the data owner performs all the revocation tasks him-
self (scheme 2). Note that scheme 1 is also the user revoca-
tion approach in Yu et al.’s schemes [21], [22]. For clarity,
we consider the case of a file being accessed by many users.

Table 5 shows the time to revoke users as a function of
the number of re-encrypted ciphertext components in the
three schemes, where the number of users is fixed at 300

and the number of updated secret key components is 3 on
average for each user. In ACPC, when revoking users, the
data owner just needs to perform attribute update for the
revoked attributes, and cloud servers just need to re-encrypt
the ciphertext components of revoked attributes. The com-
putation time of the data owner and that of cloud servers
are the same. As the number of re-encrypted ciphertext
components increases, they both remain very short, since
user secret key update, the most computation intensive
task, is delegated to reputable peers. In scheme 1, the data
owner needs to perform attribute update for revoked attrib-
utes, and the computation time is the same as that in ACPC.
However, since cloud servers are delegated with both file
re-encryption and user secret key update, their computation
time is quite long. In scheme 2, the data owner needs to do
all the tasks, and therefore the computation time of the data
owner is even longer.

Table 6 shows the time to revoke users as a function of
the number of updated secret key components per user in
the three schemes, where the number of users is fixed at 300
and the number of re-encrypted ciphertext components is
15. The computation time of the data owner and cloud serv-
ers in ACPC and that of the data owner in scheme 1 are the
same. They are all independent of the updated secret key
components per user and remain to be constant. The com-
putation time of cloud servers in scheme 1 and that of the
data owner in scheme 2 are both linear with respect to the
number of updated secret key components per user and
grow very quickly.

Table 7 shows the time to revoke users as a function of
the number of total users in the three schemes, where the
number of re-encrypted ciphertext components is fixed at
15 and the number of updated secret key components per
user is 3. The computation time of the three schemes in this

TABLE 4
Time to Decrypt K as a Function of the Number of Attributes

Associated With SK (unit: s)

Attributes associated
with SK

PCCP-ABE BSW [20] W [27] HN [23]

1 0.010 0.015 0.016 0.020
10 0.065 0.115 0.110 0.165
20 0.127 0.226 0.216 0.326
30 0.188 0.337 0.321 0.487
40 0.249 0.449 0.427 0.648
50 0.311 0.560 0.532 0.809

TABLE 5
Time to Revoke Users as a Function of the Number
of Re-Encrypted Ciphertext Components (unit: s)

Re-encrypted
ciphertext
components

DO in
ACPC

CS in
ACPC

DO in
scheme 1

CS in
scheme 1

DO in
scheme 2

5 0.025 0.025 0.025 4.516 4.541
10 0.050 0.050 0.050 4.541 4.591
20 0.100 0.100 0.100 4.591 4.691
30 0.150 0.150 0.150 4.641 4.790
40 0.200 0.200 0.200 4.691 4.890
50 0.250 0.250 0.250 4.741 4.990

DO denotes data owner and CS denotes cloud servers.

TABLE 6
Time to Revoke Users as a Function of the Number of Updated

Secret Key Components per User (unit: s)

Updated secret
key components
per user

DO in
ACPC

CS in
ACPC

DO in
scheme 1

CS in
scheme 1

DO in
scheme 2

1 0.075 0.075 0.075 1.572 1.647
2 0.075 0.075 0.075 3.069 3.144
4 0.075 0.075 0.075 6.063 6.138
6 0.075 0.075 0.075 9.057 9.132
8 0.075 0.075 0.075 12.051 12.126
10 0.075 0.075 0.075 15.045 15.120

TABLE 7
Time to Revoke Users as a Function of the Number

of Total Users (unit: s)

Total users DO in
ACPC

CS in
ACPC

DO in
scheme 1

CS in
scheme 1

DO in
scheme 2

100 0.075 0.075 0.075 1.572 1.647
200 0.075 0.075 0.075 3.069 3.144
400 0.075 0.075 0.075 6.063 6.138
600 0.075 0.075 0.075 9.057 9.132
800 0.075 0.075 0.075 12.051 12.126
1000 0.075 0.075 0.075 15.045 15.120
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case is the same as that in Table 6, except that the computa-
tion time of cloud servers in scheme 1 and that of the data
owner in scheme 2 are both linear with respect to the num-
ber of users.

Note that the abovemeasurement is taken on a single user
revocation. In practical P2P cloud scenarios, revocation may
occur quite frequently. Thus, ACPC can achieve much more
efficiency benefit when compared with other related mecha-
nisms. From all the above experimental results, we can con-
clude that the computation overhead introduced by each
operation in ACPC is very small andACPCkeeps highly effi-
cient and scalable evenwhen users are large-scale and highly
dynamic. Hence, ACPC is very suitable for P2P cloud.

5.2 Storage Overhead Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the storage overheads of ACPC
and make comparison of the storage overheads of different
CP-ABE schemes. We use L0, L1 and Lp to denote the size of
an element in G0, G1 and Zp respectively, and use N to
denote the number of all users in the system.

5.2.1 Storage Overheads of ACPC

We evaluate storage overheads for the data owner, a user
and cloud servers respectively. A data owner needs to keep
PK and MK. The size of PK is ( jU j þ 1)L0 þ L1 and the size
of MK is (2 jU j þ 1)Lp. A user needs to keep fTjgaj2s and
SK. The size of fTjgaj2s is j S j L0 and the size of SK is (2 j S j
þ 1)L0. Cloud servers need to keep C, PK, PRE keys. The
size of C is ( jX j þ 1)L0 þ L1 and the size of each PRE key is
just 3Lp. For a 160-bit elliptic curve group over a 512-bit
finite field, L0, L1, Lp are 40 B, 64 B, 20 B respectively. Thus,
the storage overheads are small in actual cases described in
Section 5.1.3., and ACPC can support large user secret keys,
access trees and attribute universe which contains many
attributes.

5.2.2 Comparison of Storage Overheads of CP-ABE

Schemes

In Table 8, we compare PCCP-ABE with Bethencourt et al.’s
scheme [20], Waters’ scheme [27] and Hur et al.’s scheme
[23], in terms of the size of keys and ciphertext. Among the
four schemes, PCCP-ABE has the smallest C, medium-sized
SK and relatively large PK and MK. Since PCCP-ABE can
support user revocation in ACPC effectively, such forms of
keys are necessary.

6 RELATED WORKS

In this section, we focus on the works of ciphertext access
control schemes which are closely related to our research.

Kallahalla et al. [17] designed a cryptography-based file
system for secure sharing of data on untrusted servers, where
each file is encryptedwith a symmetric key. The key is further
encrypted with a file-group key.When the data owner shares
a file group with a set of users, he just distributes the file-
group key to them. The system is not suitable for fine-grained
access control since the complexity of key management is
proportional to the total number of file groups that could be
huge. Ateniese et al. [19] proposed a secure distributed stor-
age scheme based on PRE. In their scheme, using a master
private key and an authorized user’s public key, the data
owner generates PRE keys. A semi-trusted server then uses
the PRE keys to translate a ciphertext into a form that can be
decrypted by the authorized user. The scheme requires that
there is no collusion between the server and any malicious
user since a single such collusion would expose decryption
keys of all the encrypted files. Vimercati et al. [18] proposed a
scheme for securing data on semi-trusted storage servers
based on key derivation methods. In their scheme, the data
owner creates tokens from which, together with a user’s
secret key, the user can derive decryption keys of desired
files. The data owner then transmits these tokens to the semi-
trusted server and the server conducts a second level of
encryption to enforce access control of the data. As the com-
plexity of the file creation and the user grant and revocation
is linear to the user number, the scheme is not scalable.

Yu et al. [21] proposed an attribute-based data access con-
trol scheme in the cloud that exploits Key-Policy ABE (KP-
ABE) and PRE. When applied in data access control in P2P
cloudwhere users are large-scale and highly dynamic, it may
introduce cumbersome user key management towards the
data owner, as the owner needs to manage all the user access
structures. The scheme also brings heavy computation over-
heads to cloud servers, as the data owner delegates all the
revocation tasks of file re-encryption and user secret key
update to cloud servers, and thus increases the data owner’s
investment. Moreover, how to revoke partial access privilege
of a user is not discussed. Yu et al. [22] also proposed a
scheme that combines CP-ABE with PRE to achieve the same
goal. The scheme is based on the CP-ABE scheme proposed
by Cheung et al. [25] which only supports access policy of
AND gates and is inefficient. In addition, the scheme also
brings heavy computation overheads to servers. Hur et al.
[23] proposed a fine-grained access control scheme on the
outsourced data that combines CP-ABE and group key man-
agement algorithm. It requires a trusted authority and
encumbers the data service manager with complicated group
key distribution. Since the algorithm uses a binary tree of
which each leaf node represents a user and enforces user-
level access control per attribute group, it may cause consid-
erable computation and communication overheads for user
revocation especially applied in P2P cloud. Moreover, this
scheme is vulnerable to collusion attacks between revoked
users and users who have partial attributes of a file access
tree. Zhao et al. [34] proposed a novel data sharing protocol
for cloud storage by combining ABE and Attribute-Based
Signature (ABS). This scheme ensures the confidentiality of

TABLE 8
Comparison of Storage Overheads of CP-ABE Schemes

Keys and
ciphertext

PK MK SK C

BSW [20] 3L0 þ L1 L0 þ Lp (2 j S j þ 1)L0 (2 jX j þ 1)
L0 þ L1

W [27] ( jU j þ 2)
L0 þ L1

L0 ( j S j þ 2)L0 (2 jX j þ 1)
L0 þ L1

HN [23] 3L0 þ L1 L0 þ Lp (2 j S j þ 1)L0
þ (Log2N þ 1) Lp

(2 jX j þ 1)
L0 þ L1

PCCP-ABE ( jU j þ 1)
L0 þ L1

(2 jU j þ 1)Lp (2 j S j þ 1)L0 ( jX j þ 1)
L0 þ L1
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outsourced data, and also provides the data integrity verifica-
tion. However, user revocation is not discussed. Tysowski
et al. [35] considered a specific cloud computing environment
where data are accessed by resource-constrained mobile
devices, and proposed novel modifications to ABE, which
assigned the higher computational overhead of crypto-
graphic operations to the cloud provider and lowered the
total communication cost for themobile user.

In this paper, we extended CP-ABE and proposed
ACPC with PCCP-ABE and PCPRE schemes to address
the challenging issue of data access control in P2P cloud.
The P2P reputation system was integrated into ACPC,
which enables data owners to delegate most of the labori-
ous user revocation tasks to cloud servers and reputable
system peers. ACPC is provably secure, and is demon-
strated to be more efficient and scalable than state-of-the-
art revocable ABE schemes.

7 CONCLUSION

This paper aims at providing secure, efficient and fine-
grained data access control in P2P storage cloud, which is
not supported by current works. To achieve this goal, we
design an efficient CP-ABE scheme and a corresponding
PRE scheme, i.e., PCCP-ABE and PCPRE, and then propose
ACPC based on those schemes. To efficiently address the
issue of user revocation, in ACPC we integrate P2P reputa-
tion system and enable the data owner to delegate file re-
encryption to cloud servers and delegate user secret key
update, the most computation intensive task, to the reputa-
ble system peers picked out by P2P reputation system.
Moreover, ACPC is provably secure under the standard
security model and can resist collusion attacks and protect
user access privilege information effectively. Our future
works include deploying ACPC in real-world P2P storage
cloud systems and designing specific scheduling schemes
for reputable peers in such real systems.
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